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Abstract. We present the preliminary results on developing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for recognition of Scanning Electron Microscope images of metal
sample exhibiting inelastic strain.
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Figure 1: “Dog-bone” metal sample with Circle Grid
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Figure 4: Polished “Dog-bone” metal sample under examination

Multiple SEM images were obtained at various
magnifications. Example of SEM images of non-deformed
and deformed areas are shown in Figure 5a and 5b.
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Figure 2. Deformed “dog-bone” sample and visual of necking area around
breaking point

To study deformation at microscopic level we used the Large
Chamber Scanning Electron Microscope. The Large Chamber
Scanning Electron Microscope (LC-SEM) is housed at the NOVA
Center, WKU. The LC-SEM accommodates a sample up to 40
inches in diameter, 40 inches tall and up to 650 pounds eliminating
the need to cut samples into small pieces for examination.
Figure 5a: SEM image of grip area (non-deformed, 4000x zoom).
Grains are highlighted in red.
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Methods and Materials
Tensile Testing Samples (Figure 1) are prepared for
Circle Grid Analysis through etching of Circle Grid.
Samples are tensile tested and Circle Grid is precisely
measured automatically with a special measuring
device.
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Figure 6: Proposed architecture of the Convolutional Neural Network for
SEM features extraction

ReLU:

A Typical Metal, such as steel, is comprised of
many small crystals of ferrite (and other alloying
components). Under a microscope, these small
crystals are known as grains, each grain being a
single crystal. Due to the nature of the metallic bond
and imperfections within the crystal, a grain has slip
systems that allow stretching of an otherwise rigid
crystal. This explains why metals elongate under
loads, which is measured by strain.
When a metal is strained too much, it will begin
to “neck” before breaking. This is very obvious to an
observer, but more difficult to see under a
microscope. However, a trained eye can distinguish
the differences between an unstrained grain and a
grain showing deformation. Thus, a microscope can
be used to observe inelastic strain before it’s a
problem.
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3x3 Convolution:

Typically strain is measured over the entire sample instead of
specific small portions of the sample. However, we measure
strain using Circle Grid Analysis on our sample commonly seen
in sheet metal testing, giving us a strain measurement every 2
mm along the sample. We compare these strain values to images
taken in the SEM via location association. In effect, this gives us
a visual of how the grains react to a strain.

We propose to use a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
to detect features specific to each SEM image. To prepare
SEM images for CNN analysis, SEM images were
converted to a matrix of numbers (grey scale: 0 to 256).

2x2 Pooling:

Steel sheet samples were prepared according to
ASTM E8/E8M-11 standards for a tensile test. Each
sample was etched with Circle Grid for Circle Grid
Analysis and then tested in a loading frame. Stress and
strain values were obtained by measuring dimensions
of each elongated circle with grid analysis machine.
Stress and strain values were tagged with location (on
the sample) data and trimmed to portions exhibiting
inelastic strain (near the breakage). Multiple SEM
images were taken in two opposite regions on the
sample and tagged with location data.. Using obtained
set of SEM images we will train CNN to classify SEM
images to predict if SEM image exhibits inelastic
strain
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Conclusions
Figure 3. Right) The LC-SEM microscope; Left) Inside view of the LC-SEM
chamber.

To examine samples in the LC-SEM samples were polished in
non-deformed region and in the inelastic strain area (the deformed
region) next to breakage (see insert in Figure 2)

Polishing scratch
Figure 5b: SEM image near breakage (deformed, 4000x zoom). Grains
are shown in red, polishing scratch mark in blue, and glowing due to
charge collection in

SEM allows to identify multiple features related to the
macroscopic deformation of a metal sample. We are developing
convolutional neural network to identify features corresponding
to the area deformation. We collected a set of SEM images of
the metal sample in areas with no deformation and with a
maximum deformation. Currently, we are developing CNN
architecture to extract various features from SEM images (grain
size, grain orientation, grain shape and grain elongation)

